By an elementary counterexample we show that a conjecture about the zeros of the Faber polynomials is false.
Introduction.
Let R be a compact set consisting of more than one point and not containing the point z = <x>. Further, assume that the complement R is simply-connected (on the Riemann sphere). Let w = fiz) be the univalent function that maps K onto the exterior of \w\ = 1, normalized so that (j) fiz) = z + aQ + a_ yZ~ + a _2z~
This normalization can always be achieved by changing the units appropriately in the z plane, and we assume that this is done. (see also Curtiss [l] These two formulas, (3) and (4), and a little labor will give the first three Faber polynomials:
F^iz) = z3 -3è0z2 + 3(è2 -by)z + 3b0by -3b2 -è3. (10) giw) = w + __+ X-^77--.
"ol a w Consequently giw) has the form required in equation (2) and for this function R is the arc of a circle with end points at ae , and R contains the point z = -a. To complete the counterexample we will show that for this set R (and a>\j3) the polynomial FAz) has two zeros, z. and z for which |z.| > zz2, where a is the radius of the arc R. Then z. and z will lie outside HÍK).
Using the series (10) and equation (7) we find that for this R the third Faber polynomial is ai) fAz) : z3 +3(fl2 -1} z2 + 3U2 -Dz + gj^i.
The zeros of FAz).
We replace z by -a+ u/a in two steps. First we have QA\0 = a^FA/C/a) = C + 3(«2 -l)<2 + 3(zz2 -l)zz2C + ia6 -l).
Then, setting £,= u -a , we have (12) Rjiu) = 23(" -zz2) = zz3 -3"2 + 3a2zz -1.
If zz., zz2, and zz are the zeros of R,iu), then z. = -zz+ u./a, j= 1,2,3, are the zeros of F Az).
Since R' (zz) = 3(zz -l)2 + 3(zz2 -1) and zz > 1, the function R (zz) is strictly increasing. To prove that \zA > \a | it suffices to prove that a6 -l>zz2(zz4-'zz2zz1) = zz6-zz4zz1.
This leads to zz zz. > 1. Now suppose that zz > 3. Then using (13) we have a4Uy > aA/3a2 = a2/3 > 1.
Thus if a > 3, then the zeros z and z of F, lie outside HÍK).
A correction.
In the first attempt to find a counterexample, the author used an arrow for the set R, since the mapping function was readily available from an earlier paper [3, p. 284] . The attempt was not successful but a review of that paper showed that equation (3.13) for the length of a barb is in error and should be replaced by (3.13*) 5j = 2(l-cos<91)(l-y)1-^V.
This incorrect formula has absolutely no influence on any of the theorems of that paper.
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